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TECHNICAL NOTE

Terminal densities
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INTRODUCTION
Temperature and pressure determine the state of matter. The
three standard states exhibit very different geometric and
density characteristics: solids have their own shape and
density; liquids keep their density, but acquire the geometry
of the container; and gases have neither a fixed geometry nor
density, so they can fill a container of any size and shape.
Soils, and all particulates in general, behave like no other
material at any phase condition. A soil mass responds as a
solid when confined, flows like a liquid on a ramp, and may
be stable in a wide range of possible densities (Savage,
1994; Buchanan, 2003; Corwin et al., 2005; van Hecke,
2005). Therefore it is not possible to define a characteristic
density for a soil (Buchanan, 2003; Umbanhowar, 2003).
Volume change in soils is the result of various particlelevel mechanisms. Contact deformation prevails in smallstrain deformation. This is a constant-fabric process, and the
terminal density will reflect the initial fabric.
Starting at intermediate strains, chain buckling and slipdown cause increased interparticle coordination; eventually
rotational frustration arises, and the granular medium either
deforms by contact slippage or expands against the confinement p9 to facilitate particle rolling (Dafalias, 1993; Ishihara,
ihara; 1996;\object="okra9"Muethetal:; 2000;\object="okrMueth et al., 2000; Santamarina et al., 2001). The balance
between these coexisting and competing mechanisms determines the confinement-dependent terminal density for intermediate-to-large-strain processes. The critical-state void ratio
ecs ¼ f (p9) is a well-recognised example of terminal void
ratio eT , in this case associated to large-strain monotonic
shear (Fig. 1; Casagrande, 1936; Taylor, 1948;
Schofield & Wroth, 1968; Oda & Kazama, 1998; the
implications of localisation are discussed in Desrues et al.,
1996).
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Fig. 1. Critical state: terminal void ratios under monotonic
shear. Typical stress–strain-volume response for contractive
(dashed lines) and dilative (continuous lines) specimens

review of strength anisotropy in compression and extension
see Santamarina, 2002).
Furthermore, soils reach a characteristic constant density
when subjected to constant boundary loads (contact creep
and grain crushing included), repetitive vibrations (Nowak et
al., 1998), or cyclic loading (Lackenby et al., 2007). Even
the procedurally defined minimum and maximum void ratios
represent the terminal densities that are associated to the
processes prescribed by the standards, that is, load and
vibration in ASTM D 4253, funnelling or scooping in
ASTM D 4254.
These examples suggest that every soil eventually reaches
a unique terminal density and associated internal fabric that
allows for the continuation of the process at constant
volume. In general, the terminal density depends on the
applied confinement; in addition, the terminal density will
reflect the initial soil fabric when the imposed strain level
does not exceed some threshold strain required for soil
restructuring. The following section explores the concept of
terminal density (or terminal void ratio) in cyclic processes.

Note that different stress histories, such as axial compression
or lateral extension, cause different granular flow regimes,
resulting in distinct terminal densities in monotonic loading
(for numerical evidence see Chantawarangul, 1993; for a

TERMINAL VOID RATIO IN CYCLIC DRAINED
LOADING
Different terminal densities are expected in repetitive
cyclic loading as a function of the imposed cyclic strain
amplitude, in agreement with the previous discussion on
particle-level deformation mechanisms. This hypothesis is
explored next using numerical and experimental approaches.
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Numerical simulation
Consider dense sand subjected to cyclic loading to constant peak cyclic strain. Each strain cycle promotes densification under drained conditions if the strain level is larger
than the volumetric threshold strain (Vucetic et al., 1991)
but smaller or similar to the strain at the characteristic state
(Fig. 1; Luong, 1980).
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The NorSand model is selected to simulate this process
(Jefferies & Shuttle, 2002, 2005). The simulation sequence
follows.
is subjected
(a) The specimen with initial void ratio e,0.
0
to drained axial compression loading to a selected
strain level.
(b) Axial unloading follows.
(c) Then a new axial compression cycle starts.
The process is repeated for multiple cycles. For simplicity, it
is assumed that unloading takes place at constant volume
(Fig. 2(a)). In this particular process, ‘one event’ is defined
as one full cycle.
The simulated sand has an initial void ratio of e0 ¼ 0.785,
and it is subjected to an initial mean effective stress
p90 ¼ 100 kPa (sand parameters: e1cskPa ¼ 0.86; slope
º ¼ 0.032 in base 10; rigidity index Ir ¼ 600; Poisson’s ratio
 ¼ 0.2). The first 20 events gathered for different peak
cyclic strains a ¼ 0.005, 0.015 and 0.050 are shown in Fig.
2. Fig. 3 summarises the evolution in void ratio with respect

to the number of events for the three strain amplitudes, and
for two initial void ratios e0 ¼ 0.785 and e0 ¼ 0.750.
The void ratio gradually evolves towards the corresponding terminal void ratio in all cases. The terminal void ratio
eT is determined by the strain level: the smaller the cyclic
strain amplitude, the lower the terminal void ratio, yet the
higher the number of cycles required to attain it (this
explains the crossing of trends in Fig. 3). Note that the
initial void ratio is smaller than the critical-state void ratio
for the six simulated conditions e0 , ecs , yet the terminal
void ratios for the three strain levels are eT , ecs . One
specimen has a terminal void ratio higher than the initial
void ratio eT . e0 for the imposed cyclic strain, and it
dilates to reach the terminal density.
Experimental study
A parallel study is attempted using Nevada sand
(D50 ¼ 0.16 mm, Cu ¼ 1.8, emin ¼ 0.511, emax ¼ 0.894). Saturated specimens are confined in a triaxial cell at an
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Fig. 2. Numerical cyclic strain tests (NorSand model): (a) detail of constant-volume reversal hypothesis, first 20 cycles at constant
peak cyclic axial strain; (b) a 0.050; (c) a 0.015; (d) a 0.005
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Fig. 3. Void ratio evolution against number of events for
different peak cyclic strain levels: a 0.005, a 0.015 and
a 0.050 (NorSand model). Trends are computed for two initial
void ratios: e0 0.785 (solid lines) and e0 0.750 (dashed lines).
The critical-state void ratio that corresponds to this initial
confining stress is ecs 0.796. The inverted values for terminal
void ratios eT and convergence rate Æ (equation (2)) are
indicated for each case

isotropic effective stress of p90 ¼ 100 kPa and subjected to
drained cyclic loading to a predetermined axial strain amplitude (2 cycles per minute). Changes in volume are accurately measured using a pipette.
Figure 4 shows the evolution in void ratio for two levels
of peak-to-peak cyclic strain, a ¼ 0.050 and a ¼ 0.015.
Similar to the numerical results, the most pronounced volumetric changes take place during the early cycles, and
gradually diminish as the void ratio asymptotically approaches the terminal void ratio corresponding to each strain
level.
TERMINAL VOID RATIO IN CYCLIC UNDRAINED
LOADING: POST EARTHQUAKE SETTLEMENT
Large-strain dilative soils can experience high pore water
pressure generation if cyclic strains of proper amplitude are
imposed (Castro, 1969; Ishihara et al., 1975; Ishihara, 1985).
This phenomenon is herein revisited in the context of
terminal void ratios.
Strain-controlled, axial compression, cyclic triaxial tests
are performed on specimens prepared with three different
sands: Nevada sand, Ottawa sand and Ticino sand (properties
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Fig. 4. Approaching terminal density in ‘drained cyclic loading’
events. Void ratio evolution against number of cycles for two
peak-to-peak axial strain levels (triaxial cell, Nevada sand,
p90 100 kPa, ecs 0.844)

are summarised in Table 1). Specimens are prepared at low
void ratios so that their large-strain response is dilative at
the applied isotropic effective confinement of 100 kPa. Each
single ‘event’ consists of the following procedure.
(a) Strain-controlled axial loading cycles are imposed
under undrained conditions at constant peak-to-peak
axial strain a ¼ 0.005.
(b) The strain cycles are repeated until either the excess
pore pressure ue equals the confining pressure 0 or 40
cycles are reached.
(c) Then drainage is allowed, and the change in volume is
measured using a pipette.
The same specimen is subjected to multiple similar ‘events’.
The change in volume after drainage is plotted as a function
of event number in Fig. 5. Similar studies are conducted
with Nevada sand, Ottawa sand and Ticino sand for different
confining stress levels and cyclic strain amplitudes. All 11
specimens are on the dilative side of critical state, including
five very dense specimens with e0  emin ; yet cyclic events
at small-to-intermediate strains systematically cause positive
pore pressure generation followed by volume contraction
during drainage (also observed by Youd, 1984; Scott, 1986;

Table 1. Material properties for the various tested sands
Material
Nevada sand
D50 ¼ 0.16 mm
Cu ¼ 1.8
Ottawa sand 20–30
D50 ¼ 0.72 mm
Cu ¼ 1.4
Manufactured sand
D50 ¼ 0.21 mm
Cu ¼ 2.8
Ticino sand
D50 ¼ 0.58 mm
Cu ¼ 1.5
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Critical-state
parameters
cs ¼
e1CSkPa ¼
º¼
cs ¼
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º¼
cs ¼

318
1.00
0.077
318
0.74
0.053
388

cs ¼
e1CSkPa ¼
º¼

378
1.05
0.053

D50, mean particle diameter; Cu , coefficient of uniformity; emin and emax , minimum and
maximum void ratio; Gs , specific gravity; cs , critical-state friction angle; ªd , dry unit
weight; ªd,min=max ¼ ªw Gs =(emax=min þ 1)
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Fig. 5. Approaching terminal density in ‘liquefaction drainage’
events. Void ratio as a function of the number of events for
different confining stress levels: Nevada sand. The critical-state
void ratio and inverted values for terminal void ratios eT and
convergence rate Æ (equation (2)) are indicated in each case

Lee & Santamarina, 2007). Once again, the change in
volume decreases as the number of events increases.
These results show that successive seismic events can
cause repeated occurrences of large excess pore pressure
generation, even in soils that are dilative under large-strain
monotonic loading. The phenomenon could be disregarded if
one assumes that such soils would eventually dilate should
failure and large-strain shear arise; however, the existence of
zones with hydraulic conductivity contrast within the medium may lead to the formation of water gaps and the
complete loss of shear strength at the interlayer (Youd, 1984;
Fiegel & Kutter, 1994; Kokusho & Kojima, 2002).
The volume contraction observed after each event in Fig.
5 is analogous to earthquake-induced settlements documented after seismic events: examples include a 6.4 cm settlement after the 1971 San Fernando Earthquake (peak
acceleration 0.45g; Seed & Silver, 1972), and 20–50 cm
settlement in Port and Rokko Islands after the 1995 Kobe
earthquake (extensive liquefaction; Özkan et al., 1996; Soga,
1998).
What is the potential future settlement at the same
location should a similar seismic event occur? A small-scale
1g experimental study is conducted using a Plexiglas cell
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Fig. 6. Void ratio evolution in small-scale, 1g liquefaction tank
studies. Each event consists of a high-energy side impact
followed by re-sedimentation. Fitting parameters eT and Æ for
equation (2) are shown to the right; material parameters are
listed in Table 1. Nevada sand L&S (open rhombi): refer to Lee
& Santamarina (2007) for configuration details and internal
monitoring data

(ID ¼ 81 mm, H ¼ 250 mm; Fig. 6 insert). The sand specimen is prepared by the water pluviation method (the properties of the selected sands are listed in Table 1). Then the
plunger of a vertical LVDT is allowed to rest on a perforated
light disc that sits on the surface of the sand bed. The
dynamic event is simulated with a repeatable lateral impact
at the base, generated by the pendular motion of a mass
hanging from the ceiling. Repeatability is verified using an
accelerometer mounted on the base near the impact point.
Each impact is an ‘event’, and it is repeated every 1 min.
Results in Fig. 6 show that specimens evolve towards the
terminal density condition that corresponds to each soil for
the given dynamic excitation, boundary conditions and stress
level. In all cases a relatively large number of liquefaction
events takes place. Results by Lee & Santamarina (2007) are
superimposed in Fig. 6 (lower trend: open rhombi); concurrent geophysical and pore water pressure measurements
gathered in that study confirmed the repetition of multiple
liquefaction events before reaching the asymptotic conditions
called ‘terminal void ratio’ in this paper.
ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION AND GENERALISATION
The void ratio evolution in all processes reported in this
study can be fitted with an exponential function in terms of
the number of events: the void ratio after the ith event e i
can be predicted from the initial void ratio e0 by
e i ¼ eT þ ð e0  eT Þ exp ðÆiÞ

(2)

Therefore there are two parameters for the given soil and
process: the terminal void ratio eT , and the exponent Æ,
which captures the rate of convergence towards the terminal
density. The inferred values of eT and Æ for the numerical
and experimental cases reported above are superimposed in
Figs 3–6.
The results in Fig. 5 appear to indicate a lower terminal
void ratio with increasing confining stress, in agreement with
the monotonic critical state. The rate of convergence Æ
decreases as the imposed strain level decreases (Figs 3 and
4), because the volume change per event is smaller.
The rate of convergence implies the number of events
required to achieve terminal conditions. Indeed, equation (2)
can be rewritten as
e i  eT
¼ exp ðÆiÞ
(3)
e0  eT
Hence about 63% of the transition from the initial void ratio
towards the terminal density (eT  e0 ) is completed when
the number of events is i63%  1/Æ. The values of Æ
observed in this study range from 0.01 to 0.20. Therefore
i63% varies between 5 and 100 events for the processes
studied here.
On the bases of numerical and experimental results, it is
anticipated that the fastest rate of densification would be
achieved by straining the soil to the smallest void ratio in
each cycle, that is, just before the initiation of dilation at the
characteristic state (Fig. 1). In the case of numerical results,
this observation is a consequence of the zero volume change
reversal assumed in simulations; however, experimental results indicate that this is a realistic general guideline. The
strain level to the minimum void ratio decreases with
density, that is, as the number of events increases (trends in
Fig. 2; data in Tokimatsu & Seed, 1987). Therefore optimal
densification requires continuous monitoring and feedback
control.
We anticipate a lower bound (‘line of certain dilation’—a
geometric limit) and an upper bound (‘line of certain
contraction’—a stability limit) to all possible terminal void
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ratios for a given granular material. In between these bounds
we find emax , the normally consolidated line, the critical-state
line, attainable densities in laboratory and field compaction,
emin , and terminal densities for any other process. Note that
grain crushing also attains terminal density; yet the new
material has a different grain shape and size distribution.
Similarly, grain dissolution–reprecipitation leads to its own
very low terminal density, however, the new granular material has a changed particle size distribution and mineralogy.
(For example, aeolically transported volcanic ash e  0.8–1
dissolves and reprecipitates in situ into volcanic ash soils
e  2–7l Herrera et al., 2006).
The concept of process-dependent terminal void ratio has
implications in densification for any type of excitation,
ranging from standard compaction (Bement & Selby, 1997),
traffic (Drabkin et al., 1996; Lackenby et al., 2007) and pile
installation (Cudmani & Gudehus, 1999) to blast densification (Narin van Court & Mitchell, 1998).

CONCLUSIONS
There is a terminal density or terminal void ratio for
every soil and every process. It is presumed that there is a
unique fabric associated to each terminal void ratio that
supports the continuation of the process at constant volume
(observed in critical state). All possible terminal void ratios
for a given granular material are bounded between a state of
‘certain dilation’ (a geometric limit) and a state of ‘certain
contraction’ (a stability limit).
Terminal void ratios for constant peak amplitude cyclic
shear are strain level and confining pressure dependent. The
fastest rate of densification would be achieved by straining
the soil to the strain at the characteristic state in each cycle.
The most pronounced volumetric strains occur during
early stages of the process, and gradually diminish as the
medium asymptotically approaches its terminal density. An
exponential function properly fits the evolution in void ratio
with the number of events, from the initial void ratio to the
terminal void ratio. The exponent Æ indicates the rate of
convergence towards the terminal void ratio eT . The inverse,
1/Æ, is the number of cycles required to reduce the difference between the current void ratio e0 and the terminal void
ratio by 63%.
Values of 1/Æ appear to be much greater than 1 in
liquefaction–densification processes. Therefore a large number of liquefaction events can take place at the same site:
that is, additional liquefaction events should be expected at
a given site that has already liquefied.
The terminal density framework accommodates known
processes (e.g. critical state in monotonic shear) and procedurally defined bounds (e.g. emin and emax ), and it can be
used for the optimal design of processes such as vibratory
compaction and blast densification.
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NOTATION
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e
e0
ecs
ei

critical-state line
uniformity coefficient
mean particle size diameter
void ratio
initial void ratio
critical-state void ratio
void ratio at the ith event
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Æ
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maximum void ratio
minimum void ratio
terminal void ratio
critical-state void ratio at 1 kPa
specimen initial void ratio before the first cyclic event
specific gravity
height
inner diameter
rigidity index in the NorSand model
event count
event count to achieved 63% of terminal condition
mean effective stress
initial mean effective stress
deviatoric stress
excess pore water pressure
convergence rate towards terminal void ratio
unit weight of water
axial strain
critical-state line slope (given in logarithm base 10)
Poisson’s ratio
critical-state friction angle
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